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ABSTRACf

Experimental results in cold fusion research up to the end of
the 1989 are reviewed to gain a perspective on lhe credibilily
of the phenomena The review does not attempt to be compre
hensive but concenttates on the highest quality experiments
claiming to give positive results. The results are used to for
mulate a strategy Cor continuing to sUp(X)rt cold fusion re
search in 1990.

INTRODUCfION

During the past 12 months. many improvements have
been made in experimems done to attempt to verify the fleis
chmann-Pons phenomena. These changes have, in part. been a
response to valid criticisms of the early worle, and in part due
to a nalwa) process of refinemem that has come with having
more time and resources. Considerable attention has been paid
to I) reducing the probability of contamination in experiments
fInding tritium. 2) reducing backgrounds and increasing effi·
ciency in neutron counting, 3) improving calibration methods
and reducing sensitivity to spatial variations of temper.uure in
calorimetry, and 4) using closed cells. Many different 1a00ra
tories including some national 1a0000tories and organi2.ations
in foreign countries have reponed positive findings.

Despite these advaoces we have not yet succeeded in pro
ducing a recipe that can be handed to independent research
groups that will lead to reproducible results.

Furthennore, we see the positive results against a back
ground of statistically over-whelming negative evidence from
other research groups too numerous to mention. In many
cases, these groups are just as credible and experienced as
those producing positive results.. Because of this, most of us
are stiU undecided as to the truth of the cold fusion claims, and
there is no question that scientific demonstration of the phe
nomena has simply not been achieved.

How should we view this situation? It is not hard to flOd

reasons why many experiments may have failed. One issue is
the way in which adequale loading of the metal lattice with
deuterium can be hindered, particularly since concenr.rations of
electrolyte contaminants of order ppb or less can obscure the
cathode surface after a period of elecb'Olysis. Further reasons
can be found, perhaps, in too long integrating times for neu
tron counting(-hr) when the adventitious neutron signal may
endure fa no longer than a few minutes. Whatever the rea
sons, they amounl at best to plausible rationalizations. On lhe
other hand, just as plausible rationalizations may be stated, a
priori, for the neutrons to be background-related artifacts, or
for the tritium to be the result of occasional spot contamination
of the materials, perhaps more deeply trapped than expected.
To get beyond such uite rationalizations requires a close look
at a large fraction of the data. We should be willing to let the
evidence accumulate and let the data'speak for itself, withoul
allowing beliefs or prejudices about the outcome to innuence
our judgemenL Long before the final outcome is known, how
ever, we have to make decisions about research funding and
which experimental directions 10 emphasize.

This paper reports a technical review of the results avail
able at the end of 1989 and focuses on the factors that lend
support to their credibility and those which point to remaining
problems. The review is not comprehensive. It leans heavily
on results that have been published or that have been presented
a1 specialist meetings. Most of them either preceded or are
part of results discussed a reported in the proceedings of this
meeting. I have scarcely referred 10 the original published dal3
of Fleischmann and Pons [1] nor of Jones tt. aL (2) because, as
the progenitors of all that followed, they hardly need further
comment. Including them would not change my conclusions_

TRITIUM

At Texas A&M University Bachis and Wolf have report
ed [3] that 11 electrolytic cells using a single source of palladi
um for calhodes and nickel anodes produced tritium in
amounts from 7xI(P to 5 x I(P dpm/mt (to' times back.
ground). In a controUed batch of 6 cells having external re
combiners and 6 accompanying ~O cells, one 010 cell has

given -l<f dpm/ml. The first Boclais cell reporttd to give a
signiflCant amount of excess heat has been the fltSt cell 10 pro
duce tritium twice while in a calorimeter [4). Detailed assay
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procedures and results are described in references 1 and 2.
More than 2.S other cells have not produced any cilium, in
cluding those operated by Appleby.

At Los Alamos National Laboratory. Stoons and Talcott
{51 have reIXXled that seven of nine new closed cells have pro
duced tritium in amounts up to six times the background con
centration in the elecuolyte. At least two earlier open cells (of
16) produced tritium, one of which had 80 times the back
ground. A further batch of 16 closed cells gave no tritium. No
~O control cells have been run.

Several groups at the Bhabha Atomic Energy Research
Center (BARe) have reported [6} that alleasc. nine elecuolytic
experiments were conducted yielding more than sixty samples
where tritium was not produced. However, in experiments de
scribed in papers AI. A2. A3. A6, and A8 of reference 4,

quantities of tritium were produced exceeding 1012 atoms.
Some of the experiments used reflux condensers and cold traps
to remove 020 carryover, a recombination cat.alyst to remove
stoichiometric 02 and 02. a copper oxide catalyst 10 remove

de.sorbed °2, further cold traps and a bubbler. 1bese experi

ments desorbed all D2 at the end of !.he experiments by heating
the cathodes in a similar apparatus. All fractions were counted
and added to give a aitium assay La bener than 10%. Table 1
summarizes the results.

Two pressure loading experiments (papers B3 and B4 of
ref. 4) have given tritium after 02 gas was absorbed into Ti

and Pd-Ag aHoy discs, wafers and cones and Pd-black powder.

Tritium presence in amounts >1010 to 1011 atoms was con-

fumed by a combination of surface activity measurement
using 1) direct contact with scintillation cock:tail, 2) autorad
iography, 3) X-ray spectrum analysis, and 4) desorption in
~O followed by scintillation counting. The count rateS corre

spond roughly to an enhancement of the td ratio by factors of
1()2 to 10". The overall hit rate in gas absorption experiments
was low. No blanks had been run using H2 gas. Several
blanks had been run without gas absorption or after annealing
the samples. No tritium activity was observed in these con
trols.

Several other laboratories have reported tritium generation
in the electrolyte at only three to six times the initial concen
tration, often but not exclusively in open cells. Electrolytic
isowpic concentration in open cell elecuolyte using palladium
can account for aOOut a factor of two at room temperature al
lhough this factor depends on the mel.'ll at the surface of !.he
cathode and on the temperature. Impurities on the cathode sur
face may. therefore. affect the isotopic concentration. Such re
sullS may be significant but assay technique deLails, surface
conditions. and systematic and random errors are not generally
available. It is, therefore. even more difficult to assess the sig
nificance of these pankular results.

Also at Los Alamos, Claytor [7] claims almost reproduc
ible tritium production from a oon-electrolytic device involv
ing the passage of a pulsed electric current through a stack of
thin discs made alternately of Si and Pd. The stack: had previ
ously absorbed 02 gas to equilibrium at 1to psi to a OfPd ratio
of 0.7. In a 9O-hour run. 1012 to lOIS tritium atoms were
produced. Annealing the sample before the experiments at

TABLE I. BARCTRITIUM RESULTS

TRJTIlJM AroMS DURATION

CoNCENTRATIONI OF OFTRf11UM

No. CATHODE ANODE BACKGROUND TRITIUM GENl:AAll ON CONrROU

(DAVS)

AI Pd/Ag Ni 20,000 8. IOu J No
Alloy 4,000 5.1014 2 No

A2 PdIAg Ni 3,455 4.l0lS <1 No
Alloy

A3 Ti Stainless 1,000 1.4.1014 <I One
Steel

A6 Pd Pt 12,500 2. IOu 2 No
>5 2..1011 1 No

A1 Pd Pt 3 2.1011 11 SevaaI

Ag Pd Pt 1.5 7.1011 49 Three
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high temperature should have eliminated the most obvious per
tential source of tritium comamination.

The tritium facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory
contains some of the country's foremost expens on tritium
handling and assay. The Isotope Production Group, Health
Physics Division and Heavy Water Division personnel at
BARe have been dealing with tritium for over 20 years. Their
approach displays considerable expertise in tritium handling
and assay. They have perfonned the most comprehensive
total tritium assays in the field so far, without appearing to be
on a leaming curve.

The laboratories at Texas A&:M University, BARC and
LANL each adopt several independent instruments and give
extensive attention to calibraLion, background, chemilumines
cence, quenching and spectrum analysis. Independent assays
(by five different laboratories in the case of Texas A&M) con
fum that tritium is present in the samples.

The extraordinary spectre of intentional contamination
should be essentially ruled out by the facts that I) We results
occur in different organizations, 2) security measures are in ef
fect at all three laboratories, 3} at least one of the Texas cells
was inaccessible beneath shielding and detectors, 4} in at least
one instance, tritium was increasing in samples taken over 3
days, and S} Storm's data show evidence of many small tritium
bursts in some cells.

The chance of accidental contamination should be re
viewed in light of the following facts: I) most of the experi
ments were sealed; 2} pre-annealing was done on many metal
samples; 3} post-test analysis of blank. (unelectrolyzed or un
used) cathode samples yielded no aitium; 4} Texas A&M
assay of glassware, plastic lUbes, rubber bungs and syringes
yielded no tritium; S} LANL assay of Bockris' Ni anodes
yielded no tritium; 6} careful pre- and post-assay of 0 20 and

O2 gas used at all stages verified background levels of tritium;

7} strongly differing partition of tritium between electrolyte,
off-gas and cathode can be explained for several different ex
perimental set-ups; 8) BARC, at least, regularly monilOrs tri
tium activity in the laboralOry annosphere in the Heavy Water

Division; 9) amounts of tritium in the neighborhood of 1014_

1016atoms exceeds conceivable contamina-tion sourteS (e.g.,
even a standard laboratory solution of I m Ci/rnl contains only

2 x 1013 bitium.!Vml, whereas most of the Texas cells had only
15 ml volume); 1O} the laboratory at Texas A&M Cyclotron
Institute had never been used fer tritium production er assay;
II} the overwhelming majority of cells only gave tritium once,
inconsistent with random in~process contamination; 12} adja
cently placed c.ells were not contaminated by those producing
tritium; 13) ~O control cells gave no tritium; 14} no tritium

was produced often during many weeks of charging during
which it wouJd have been flushed out of either electrode. if
present initially; and IS} p-eviously contaminated Pd would
lose tritium by diffusion to air at room t.emperallUe in <100
hours for the dimensions used.

CONCLUSION ON TRITIUM

Although better conlrols are needed and reproducibility is
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clearly la:king, the evidence is becoming stronger that tritium
is generated in the experiments. This evidence is from three
credible and experienced organizations with multiple indepen.
dent checks in many different kinds of experimenl We shaII
see that the evidence on tritium generation is the strangest of
the three typeS of evidence for cold nuclear reactions, Le. tri
tium. neutrons, and heal It seems no longer reasonable to as
sume these results are necessarily wrong solely because of the.
oretical improbability based on current understanding. My
view is that the results deserve to be taken sertously even
though they are a long way from provid.fng proof of the phe
nomena.

NEUTRONS

The earliest conftrrnation of neutrons from electrolytic
cells was reported by Bertin t1 ai. [8] in a low background
tunnel under we Gran Sasso Massif. Two NE213 scintillation
counters recorded similar count rates when exposed alternately
to a group of three cells. In each case, the alternate COunter
measured the baclcground simultaneously eitht meters away.
The energy specnum and a Monte Carie simulation indicated
the neutrons had 2.5 MeV energy. The source rate was 14.5
neutrons per minute (-58 n/minlcml). This background

corrected rate was almast5 a:
In 200 early experiments on 25 electrolytic cells at Texas

A&M University, statistically significant neutron emission
from three separate experiments using the same piece of palla
dium was obtained by Wolf a1. al(9]. In more recent experi

ments, five different electrodes (6 mm $ x 2 cm) have given
neutrons for -10 hours. Count rates were three to five times
background corresponding to source suengths of SO n/rnin
(-500 n/min pe< em').

A fast plastic scintillation counter in an elecuonically
shielded low background configuration gave 0.8 clmin overall
background, and 0.5 background c/min in the energy range I
to 2.5 MeV. The counting system obtained the neutron energy
spectrum with energy discrimination against cosmic back
ground. Two different pulse shape discrimination systems
were used against gamma background. Large geometric effi·
c.iency, common~mode electronic noise rejection, broad range
frequency noise scans, 1hennal isolation of the detector, and
detector temperature monitoring give additional confidence
against artifacts. The detector neutron efficiency was deter
mined with three techniques including 25lcf time-of-flight
measurement specific for 2 MeV neutrons, and the cyclotron
was always off during measurements. Two independent theo
retical calculations of response of the detector to 2.45 MeV
neutrons are consistent with the measured spectrum shape. Ad·
ditionally, one 1tr1 test ronfirmed neutrons from a source III
the celL

In addition, the neutrm spectrum is quite different from

that observed from a fission source, from (o.,n) reactions of
light elements and neutrons from cosmic: ray shower·induced
reactions in surrounding maurials. The same spectrum and
signal was measured with a second deteeta" of the same type.
The 200 experiments contained several ~O blanks and



TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF BARC NEUTRON REsULTS

EvuIMDTNo. AI Al AJ A' A'

CATHOD& PdA, FdA. Ti Pd Pd

NEIJflIOI( Di:nx:rou BF). 3He• Plastic BF).PbstK 3He• Plastic: '.. BF,

SEPAIlATI: I/o DCl'ECTOI 3He•5ealnd IUn No Plastic No BF,

BACOROUND COll1'fT O.2(BF
3

).2 (plastic) 13 (SF), 1.1 (pIlnic) 24 (3HE) l' 20
lATE (ptr second)

Nwnol'fCbwr) 2.200(BF). 2-40 (plastic) ISO (BF), 120 (plastic) 2 ',000 "(1hlES lie)

Duv.nON Of'NEU'TaON5 S to ISO • '''' '<00 •
(minutes)

DElAy.uolcNElJT'I.OI'Is 2 days; I hour .""". '''''''. 14 days a fewhours

NEUTRON Yl£Ul(SOUru) 4xl07 4.106 h 10
'

2. lOll 1.4 I 106

TimlIN Yltu! (_toms) lJ:I. 10'5 4 I. lOIS 1014 >21. 1011 h. lOll

NEun.OH1'lmUM RAno 10.8 >10.9 2:l 10,7 <10.3 1.71 10--6

!"lttnOl'll'f 10· ./mWmlJ ,
'" 03 10 1.

SOURCE 10' nJClQJ , 0.' O~ JOO ,.4

laS "'em2
I.' 0.1 , 100 2

dummy cells. None produced neutrons.
Iyengar [6] reports at least five different kinds or experi

ments done by different combinations of Neutron Physics Di
vision, Heavy Water Division, Water Chemistry Division. De
salination Division, 1solope Production Division, Analytical
Chemistry Division and Reactor Operations and Maintenance
Division at the Bhabha Research Center (i.e. groups of varied
expertise were brought together). Table 2 gives a summary of
the neutron results.

In general. !.he experiments were not signiflCalltly shielded
and little electronic processing was done on me detector sig

nals. A combination of 3He. BF) and plastic scintillation de

tectors was used. BARe neutron counting details equivalent
to the Texas information are not at hand to enable confidence
to be stated in count rates only 2 to 5 times the background; for
example. the extent of efforts to eliminate and monitor noise
sowces or variation of count rate with mass close to the detce·
tor. Conclusions included here are. therefore. only fran high
er signal-to-noise r31ios. However. the Neutron Physics group
apparently conducted extensive searches for noise soun:es and
demcnstrated counter stability and background rates over a pe.
riod of about five weeks prior to some oCme experiments (101.

In three of the experiments a separate, sometimes diverse.
counter monitored backgroWld about 2 meters from the ceO.
At least four experiments (A I, A2. A7, AS) gave count rates
from 30 to 1,000 times the background. although the back
ground rate was relatively high at 2 to 20 per second. In ex·
periments Al (BF), NEI02A). A2 (BFJ• NEI02A) and A3

(BF), NEI02A) neutrons were recorded simultaneously in the

two detector types. at high rates in Al and AJ. Conaol experi
ments with H:zO or stainless steel cathodes did 001 give neu

trons. Neutron emission is also reported from TlDx gas ab-

sorption experiments.
Menlove and Jones repon [II) several hundred neutrons

occurring in bwsts less than 120 j..lSeC in duration from palladi

um electrolytic cens. as well as from TlDx in gas absorption
experiments. 1bese neutrons have no time correlation with ac
companying acoustic emissions. But the bursts are repeatable
in a statistical sense.

The reponed random (multiplicity one) neutron emission
of Jones (2J corresponds to a source strength of 24 nlmin

(-240 nlminJcmJ ). about the same as Wolf (500 nJminlcm3).
and two to three orders of magnitude less than those found at
BARC. Jones' HzO control experiments did not give

neutrons.

CONCLUSIONS ON NEUTRONS

Although the quality of experiments claiming to measure
neutrons is high at least at BYU, Texas MM. LANL. and
BARC. the low counting rates at Texas A&M and OYU do not
suPJXKf. high confidence in these results. The burst nature of
neutrons at LANL at rates well above badground are a clearer
signal but conceivably could be due to micro-bot fusion. The
results at LANL and at Texas A&.M have so far been observed
only using a single detector at a time. On both these bases lhe
BARC results appear. perhaps, 10 be the most definitive. We
will benefit greatly from having more specific input on the
quality of these results at this meeting. Until then. the neutron
evidence must be seen as less compelling than that from tri
tium.
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NEUTRONS, TRITWM AND HEAT
COMPARED

Neutrons are not always. or even usually, observed con
currcm with tritium. In electrolytic experiments where neu
trons and tritium were observed simultaneously or close in
time correlation. Table 3 shows total neutrons, tritium and
their ratios. This measured ratio is very different from the ex-

TABLE 3. NEtrrRON TO T RmUM YIELD RATIO

TIUTJUJM
NUJT1l0NS ATOMS RAno

(n:l )

WoU, Texas A&M 7" let' >1013 <S x IO.s
BARC, Bombay

AI 4 x 107 8 x lOIS .s x 10,9

A2 4 x 106 4 x 1015 10,9

ClaylO1'", LANL 10' 1012 10,9

Claytor, LANL 10' 1015 10-9

peeled value of approximately unity for d-d fusion proceeding
through 4He compound nucleus levels.

Although excess hea1leveIs are not discussed until later, I
will assume an excess power of 1 wau for comparison.
2x1012/sec dod fusions leading to the n. 3He branch are need
ed to supply 1 Wall The Jones and Wolf neutron rates are 

10-12 oC this. Table 3 shows total numbers of tritium atoms
supposed to have been produced, concurrent with neutrons,

over periods of roughly loS second (1 day). They correspond
to Ie? _1011 tritium atoms per second. The maximum amount
reponed from the Bockris laboratory is 1016 tritiums. It is not
known if excess heat accompanied this tritium production.

One walt from the p,t branch of the d-d reaction requires
1.6 x 1012 evenlSlsecond. 'The tritium observed accounLS for
less than 1% of this. In a recent experimem [4] Bockris claims
excess heat roughly concurrent with tritium (the first. teU to
give two episodes of each concwrently). The amount of trio
tium accounts for only about 0.1% of the excess heat

If tritium is the nueleai product associated with excess
heat we must explain why heat has many times been observed
without tritium. Even in the Bockris cell giving heat and tri
tium there was an extended period of excess heat before any
tritium appeared.

OTHER NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS

Protons must accompany tritium from d-d fusion whatever
the mechanism or the n:t branching ratio is. Taniguchi (l2)

claims 10 have observed protons in 6 Out of 23 experiin<;nts
using a 10 IJ.lll palladium foil cathode as one side of an electro
lytic ceU. "The count rate was of the same order of magnitude
as the Jones and Wolf neutron raleS (-1O to lOOJhour but from
a much smaller volume). The surface area was about tb:
same.

The protons had energies extending down from 2 MeV.
The 3 Mev protons from d-d fusion would lose about I MeV
in traversing the palladium foil. Very few protons had 2 MeV
energy. The spectrum implies that the protons were produced
close to the inside surface or, if distributed through the bulk,
have lower energy than energy conservation demands. Even if
all prOlOns were initiated on the surface at3 MeV, the authors
state the spectrum shape is inconsistent with integration Over
the angular acceptance of the detector. The (ambiguously stal
ed) implication is that no matter where the prawns were pr0

duced, energy is only conserved ifd-d fusion is not responsible
or if it leads to three or more bodies in the fU13.l state. This is
to be compared to Wolfs observation that lack of 14.1 MeV
secondary neutrons implies the tritium has lower energy than
expected from d-d fusion_

Taniguchi did nOt have positive particle identifteation, so
it is possible he is not seeing protons at all.

Rasmussen (UC Berkeley) [13J observed no protons in a

similar experiment, but he used cathode foils 761J.lll thick, be
yond the range of 3 MeV protons in palladium. Rasmussen
also maintained low current densities throughout the experi
ments, but so did Taniguchi et 01 . (only about 5 mNcm2 ).
Ziegler [14] did not observe any protons in a similar experi
ment However, Cecil has pointed out lhat Ziegler's foils (25

J.1m Pd) were thick. Only if the protons had >3 MeV energy
or some were produced close to the outside surface would they
have been observed.

The slOry on protons is exaemely important because of
the low sensitivity of small volume silicon surface barrier de
tectors to neutrons and gammas. Exaemely low count rates in
the MeV region can be measured with good energy resolution
and close to 100% efficiency. Positive findings in such experi
ments could greatly improve confidence in the nuclear prod
UCLS.

Wolf, Lewis [IS] and others have searched unsuccessfully
for palladium coulomb excitation gammas. High resolution
detectors were used. TIle inference from the work 10 date
seems to be lhat there are no energetic gammas accompanying
neub'OO or tritium emission, strongly implying that the protons
have lower energy than expected or do nor. exist at all. Gam

mas from possible (n;y) reactioos are also not obstrved.. This
is important with respect to data from the Naval Research lab
oratory concerning pa1Iadjwn isowpe ratios (below). No 23.84
MeV gammas are seen (from the d-d threshold to 4He ground
state) nor gammas from other transitions in 4Hc.

21 KeV Pd K·Xrays would probably not have been ob
servable with confidence in any electrolytic experiments done
to date. However, it should be possible to observe them wilil
an approprialC teU design if liley are present Given the ad
ventitious occurrence of neutrons, tritium and excess heat, it is
essential that cells active in ail of these three ways be mom-
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T ABLE4. SliMMARY or ROUND ROBIN 4 HE ANALYSIS

As Receivtd Electrolyzed

Laboratory (x 1013 atoms) (x IOn Atoms) Factor Increase:

#1 2.0 6.3 3.15

#2 1.25 7.0 5.60

#3 0.31 2.4 7.74

#4 0.37 1.6 4.32
0.35 4.57

#5 0.84 4.6 5.48
8.3 9.88

tored over long periods for X-ray emission,
O'Grady and RoUison [16] reported substantial changes in

palladium isotopic abundance after electrolysis in DzOlLizS0-4

and DzOlLiOD. The changes were confined to the outer sur
face layer of the cathode. They did not appear when using an
~O based electrolyte or when using non--electrolyzed palladi

um. 1be isotope. ratios reverted to the natwal abundances at
depth. The inference is that a total of several percent of the
palladium atoms in the outer 1 IJITl were lranSITluted in some
nuclear reaction, For the active agent to be completely ab
sorbed in lhis small thickness would need an interaction cross

.section of order 105 barns. The result is so far unconfl1lTled.
ETEClRockweli has analyzed cathode samples from

Texas A&M University that had apparently produced some ex
cess power and has found no helium 3 or helium 4 above a de

leCtioo threshold which is 5xl0\l atoms. If produced at the
surface, helium would all escape with evolved gases. EPRI,
through ETEClRockwell, participated in a double-blind Round
Robin assay by five laboratories of samples as received and as
electrolyzed by Pons. The Round Robin resu11S are shown in
Table 4. There is a wide scauer 00 results from differentI~
ratories (and within each IaboraUXy depending on the spot se
lected for analysis) but all found an increase by a factor of 3 to
10 belWeen the as received and the electrolyzed samples. The
most accurate result has probably been obtained subsequently
by ETEC as an average of 13 measwements. Although small
in absolute terms, the number of helium atoms "produced"

(-2.7 x 1013 • ETEC) in the test sample is about right to ac

count for the heat claimed (only 3-4 mW for loS sec). The

background 4He in the as-received material from Johnson
Mathey was curiously high (by a factor of -1(4) indicating
some exposure to 4He in the manufacturing process. This

anomalous 4He in the as-received material makes it impossible
to inlerpTel the results of the Round Robin experiment.

In a one gram sample of metal, it is nOt possible to detect
less than about 10" helium atoms. For comparison, auno
spheric helium at a concentration of 5 ppm in air represents

1016 atoms in a minimum sample of -125 cm3 of air at STP.
This means that samples of gas must be free of air (to <10
ppm) to t.ak:e advantage of the detection limil When vastly di
luted with deuterium helium detection becomes even more dif·
flCull Even if all the helium that might be produced at the
electrode surface were collected in -100 ml of gas, to exceed
that due to atmospheric contamination would require 40 KJ of
excess heal A good signal to noise ratio and the added diffi
cul[)' of detection against the deuterium background would
probably require one to two orders of magnitude more !han
this -0.4 MJ to 4 MJ. This is at the limit of what has been
obetved but such assays for helium in the off-gas have not yet
been done.

Rao (BARe) reports an assay for He which failed to find
any above their detection limit of 10 ppm.

IMPLICAnONS OF NUCLEAR RESULTS

The mysteries are: 1) charged particle nuclear reactions
seem to occur at high rates at thermal energy, 2) dod fusion
branching ratio is wrong by 100, 3) energy conserw.tion in dod
reaction is violated unless the final t+p state has a third body,
4) tritium or-4He do not appear to account for the heat by many
orders of magnitude, 5) nuclear products do not correlate with
each other, 6) excess heat is seen unaccompanied by neutrons
or tritium 7) no radiative deexcitations are seen, 8) effects are
stochastic and not reproducible.

No known reactions can explain these results. The reac
tion is certainly not normal dod fusion and whether nuclear or
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chemical in origin might involve many different reactions.

EXCESS HEAT

Appleby and Srinivasan at Texas A&M University [17]
have used a sensitive heat (low commercial calorimeter not de
pendent on tempera1ure distribution. The particular instrument
appears to be wcrl:ing properly; for example, it gives the same
calibration with the same resistive heat input whether an elec
trolytic cell is in position or not. They claim excess power up
to 50 mW in 0.5 mm 41 palladium cathodes - 0.01 cm) in vol
ume in at least 10 cells with 90% reproducibility (up to -15
W/cm) when extnqX>lated). The cells are open but the results
could therefore be conservative, i.e. heat losses through the top
are ignored.

Excess power could be result of -20% 02/Dz recombina
tion in the cell. So far, a clear demonstration of the absence of
recombination is Iac.king, although in many experiments in this
laboratory and in others it has been shown there is less than a
few percent (<5%) recombination for cases not producing ex
cess heal. Calibrations have been done using a resistance heat
er. The cells are not run isothermally. A smaller number of
Hz0 and PtlD20 control cells have not produced excess

power.
Bockris [4] at Texas A&M University has obtained recent

results using a calorimeter cell, closed to tritium but having a
recombiner external to the calorimeter. Sensitivity 10 tempera
ture distribution is greatly diminished by vigaous stirring in
side the cell.

One cell of five produced two episodes of tritiwn genera
tion while generating -15% excess IX'wu (.o.T-S°C). Tritium
generation episodes corresponded roughly in time, although
rKX quantitatively with increases in excess power (9 W/cm)
when extrapolated). Total integrated energy exceeded 1.5 MJ.
In this case an upper limit on recombination of 0z{'DJ. in !he
cell was placed by one measurement of the recombinant liquid
volume in comparison with the coulombic expectation. The
limit set was less than 2% recombination. This is not enough
to account for the excess heat. Bockris is calibrating using
both a resistance heater and electrolytic power scans but is not
running isothermally. Data on statistical ernxs are not at hand.

Oriani at the University of Minnesota [18] has used an
open ceil in a heat flow calorimeter not sensitive to tempera
ture distributions. An H2O control gave no excess power.
Two D;() cells gave up to 2 watts excess in - 1/50 em] cath
ode, i.e. up to -100 W/cm] exuapolated. Total integrated en·
~gy was 0.075 MI.

Hutchinson at Oak Ridge National Laborata'y originally
reported excess power in one open cell of two after 100 days
of charging. Hutchinson now reports [19] four ceUs (of four)
have generated up 10 9 watts excess power (equivalent to 3
watts/em)). Total integrated energy is greater than 3MJ. The
foW" cells are closed in a flow type calorimeter with external
recombinetS. The recombinant volume accW"ately equals cou
lomb expectation during excess power generation. So gas re
combination is apparently ruled OUL The excess power is up
to 18% of the input but scales linearly with current giving

maximum temperature excesses of 250 C.
More recent results from Soon at Oak Ridge are reponed

at this meeting.
Huggins at Stanford University [20] has developed a new

style calorimeter. insensitive to the temperature distribution,
with a cell having internal and external recombiners. The cal·
orimeter's main feature is rapid lateral heat dissipation along
aluminum walls combined with a very large thermal imped.
ance in the radial direction. Shakedown tests and 3-D heat
transfer modeling confinn the insensitivity to internal tempera_
ture distribution. Recombination has been ruled out by mea
surement.

Huggins has measured 1.4 W (J Watts/em) excess power
for 12 days. Total integrated energy was 1.4 MJ. Three of
these cells (of five) have given excess power, using Englehardt
palladium, after a long period of inactivity. Huggins also re
pons total excess energy net of the electrical charging energy.
More recent results are reported at this meeting.

McKubre at SRI (21J has run a new closed cell in a sensi·
tive flow calorimeter at 850 psi to avoid gas evolution. The
cell is extensively instrurnenled. TIle calcrimeter is run is0
thermally, backing off a resistance heater to compensate for
anomalous heat generation. It is also calibrated using electro
lytic power scans. Preliminary indications are that excess
power of order 2W (20% of input) was observed for 14 days
with subsequent increases to 50% of input. Total integrated
energy is about 2.4 MJ. Further results are reported at this
meeting.

Wadswonh at the UnivClSity of Utah [22J has reponed
that up to 56 W excess power (-f:JJW/cm) were generated in 5
open cells on several occasions in a calcrimeter somewhat
susceptible to non·unifonnities of temperature disbibution.
Only one temperature measuring device was in each cell which
was not stirred except by evolved gases. Laser doppler mea·
surements show considerable fluid motion but it is known
from subsequent similar cells, with three thennocouples
present, that 2° C temperature differences ex.ist in the cells.

Healer calibrations performed on the later cells show all
three thermocouples exhibiting the (heater calibration) 1raIl

sients IOgether. However. because of the temperature uncer
tainties the original large heat bursts can probably not be
shown to be real with high confIdence.

CONCLUSIONS ON EXCESS HEAT

The excess energies reported are frequently in excess of
IMJ for cathodes of a fraction of a cubic centimeter volume.
At the generous investment of StV per chemical bond only
0.05 MI/cm) of excess heat can be produced by chemical
binding or by solid state phase; changes even if every alOm of
palladium or deuterium in the cathodes were involved.

The best calorimetry method is using a device not sensi
tive to temperature dislributions [flow type (McKubre, Hutch·
inson) or thermo junction type (Appleby. Oriani), or lateral
heat dissipation type (Huggins).J

The cells should be entirely closed within the calorimeter
(McKubre) or should at~ have external recombiners with
c.hecks of recombinent volume against coulomb calculation
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(Bockris. Huggins, and Hutchinson) during the ~iod of CA'

cess heat. Calibrations should be both electrOlytic with as
cending and descending power (Bockris, Huggins. McKubre.
Hutchinson, Oriani) as weU as isothermal checks by backing
off a resistance healer (McKubre). The results of McKubre in
dicate.that the more recent closed cell experiments do appear
to have produced excess power, even when mass transfer and
electrolyte changes are eliminated.

Few of the above experimems used all these optimal tech
niques although all the techniques have now been used. The
calorimetry work is now of high quality with attention paid to
uncertainties. Allhough the results are still not reproducible,
they appear to be quite repeatable. It seems no longer reason·
able to assume that these results must necessarily be wrong
solely because of lack of a nuclear explanation and lack of re
producibility.

However, problems of electrolyte concentration changes,
variations in stirring, effects of bubbles, sporndic partial un
loading of deuterium gas, 02/D2 recombination, and stability
issues SWTOllnding constant current or constant voltage opera
tion, continue to ckMJd the interpretation of many experiments.
Such issues will continue to cause the excess heat results to be
called into question.

It is not likely lhat this picture will change significantly
until reproducibility is achieved. ie until the many researchers
totally unsuccessful in producing excess heat can be given a
good hit-rate recipe, or at least until the large power bursts re
poned by Wadsworth appear in experiments incorporating the
above desirable features. It also seems to be the case that these
large power excursions reported by several groups last swnmer
have not been repeated, despite continued reports of the lower
levels of excess power.

RESEARCH STRATEGY

Reproducibility is the most imponant current objective.
Reasons for its importance are: 1) lacking it wastes resources
on fruitless experiments; 2) the time elapsed while "waiting
and hoping" ror positive results slows down the program; and
3) variability in magnitude of erfects, when eventually ob
tained. prevents discrimination between experiments unless
statistically significant nwnber's or experiments are run ror
each set or conditions. This increases the size of an experi
mental program .

Reproducibility may be difficult to achieve because of the
large number or variables to be investigated and the possibility
that entirely new domains of physics may have to be explored
(new particles, states of matter). Without reproducibility, the
gk>ba.l scientifIC community will not turn significant resources
to cold fusion. Advances towards reproducibility will thus be
severely slowed down.

Even if the effects turn out to be real EPRI cannot expect
to solve the reproducibility problems with its own limited re
sources, unless a way can be found to strongly focus the effort.
A ~fLShing~ approacll of running very large numbers of cells
and continuing to monitor heat, tritium, belium and neutronS is
likely to fail unless one of these nuclear JX'Qduets is found to
be directly correlated with excess heat, which seems unlikely
on present knowledge. Such a fLShing approach is likely to fail

00 lhree counts: I) it would not provide further 4SSutnIICC of
verification of the Fleischmann/Pons effects beyond lhe level
we currently have, Le. simply more repeated findings, lacking
reproducibility. will not provide 'proof acceptable 10 science,
2) it would not uncover the nuclear reactions involved; without
this knowledge, there is no rational basis for acceptance of
sporadic heat errects, and 3) as described above. it is likely to
provide too slow and costly a path to reproducibility.

Since nuclear diagnostics can be sensitive. non-invasive.

and more specific than measuring heat (I W - 1012 nuclear re
actions per second), there should be an emphasis on fmding a
nuclear product that could be responsible for excess heat The
sensitive detectability of lhis product could offer an effICient
route 10 reproducibility. Finding the product and success in
identifying the reactions involved would autOlUatically accoun!
for the levels of heat. Continued failure to fmd such a product
mUSt be viewed as sttong evidence against cold fusion. Suc
cess in identifying the nuclear products and nuclear reactions
will also provide the starting poin! ror theoretical develop
ments. Particularly imponant is work to discover the energy
or the participating species and the energy spectrum or the
products for what they can tell of the location of the reactions
as well as their origin.

Norwithstanding the main focus on nuclear products other
areas must be pursued in parallel. Chief among these is to
properly benchmark cathode materials and cell preparations
that already show promise of approaching reproducibility of
excess power. Ways of triggering the cells into periods of ac
tivity should be studied, not only because of achieving faster
results but because of what may be learned of the mechanisms
involved. In general. it will be wise to look beyond electro
chemical cells because several alternate experimental configu
rations, e.g. pressure loading of titanium, appear to orfer faster
routeS to positive results with fewer problems of surface con
tamination. Although not covered in the foregoing review.
many electrochemical ceUs have proved to be contaminated
with foreign substances that have coated and concealed the en
tire surface of the cathode with chromium, zirconium, iron, ru
thenium. rhodium, carbon. ele. It is essential that cathode sur
race activation and maintenance of active surfaces be readily
achieved and understood before we get drawn into very large
e~perimental matrices using electrochemical cells that may be
run for long periods. In the meantime, pressure loading and ion
implantation experiments can help alleviate these problems.

To summarize, at EPRI, we believe that we have a well
focused. cost-effective program for 1990 that employs the fol
lowing strategy:
1. Monitor for nuclear products from active cells, e.g. X

rays, protons. tritium, neutrons etc.

2. Benchmark excess power, making promising materials
available to other groups.

3. SWdy triggering methods..

4. Favor short experiments in alternate configurations, e.g.
pressure kJading, ion implantation.
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· 5.

6.

SlUdy maintenance of active surfaces in elccttolytic
cells.

Using promising cathode materials and cell preparation
procedures study aJlemate electrolytes.

12. R. Taniguchi, T. Yamamoto. and S. lrie, Japanese Journal
of Applied Physics 28 No. 11, 659-661, November 1989.

13. J. Rasmussen, private communication
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